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1 Applicants

a. Principal applicant / contact:

Name, Title(s): Prof. dr. ir. H.E. Bal (male)
University: Vrije Universiteit
Research school: ASCI
E-mail: bal@cs.vu.nl

b. Co-applicant(s) / contact (if applicable)

This proposal is made by ASCI (Advanced School for Computingand Imaging), which is represented by the Scientific Direc-
tor, Prof. dr. ir. H.E. Bal. The formal authority (“penvoerder”) of ASCI is TU Delft.

c. Composition of research team

The overall decisions concerning the DAS-5 infrastructurewill be made by the DAS-5 Steering Committee, consisting of
staff members from the institutes that provide co-funding for this project. The DAS-5 Steering Committee consists of:
Prof. dr. ir. H.E. Bal (VU, Chair),
Prof. dr. C.T.A.M. de Laat (UvA),
Prof. dr. D.H.J. Epema (TUD),
Prof. dr. H.A.G. Wijshoff (LU),
Dr. C.G.M. Snoek (MN, COMMIT),
Dr. J.W. Romein (ASTRON), and
Dr. F.J. Seinstra (NLeSC).

The staff members who are most actively involved in the DAS project are shown in the table below. They are researchers
from ASCI universities (VU University Amsterdam, the University of Amsterdam, Leiden University, TU Delft, University of
Twente), MultimediaN (MN), ASTRON and NLeSC.
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Name and title Specialisation Role Institute

Prof. dr. ir. H.E. Bal Parallel programming professor VU
Prof. dr. ir. M. van Steen Distributed systems professor VU
Prof. dr. A.S. Tanenbaum Security KNAW professor VU
Dr.-Ing. habil. T. Kielmann Computational Grids associate professor VU
Dr. S. Voulgaris Sensor networks assistant professor VU
Dr. J. Urbani Distributed reasoning postdoc (VENI) VU
Drs. C. Verstoep Parallel and distributed computing researcher VU
Prof. dr. C.T.A.M. de Laat System and Network Engineering professor UvA
Dr. P. Grosso Smart Sustainable Infrastructure assistant professor UvA
Dr. A.S.Z. Belloum Workflows & Virtual laboratories assistant professor UvA
Dr. A.D. Pimentel Computer architecture associative professor UvA
Dr. A. Varbanescu Accelerators MacGillavry assist. prof. (VENI) UvA
Prof. dr. P.M.A. Sloot Computational science professor UvA
Prof. dr. M.T. Bubak Distributed and Grid computing professor UvA
Dr. A.G. Hoekstra Computational science associate professor UvA
Dr. J.A. Kaandorp Computational science associate professor UvA
Dr. R.G. Belleman Computational science researcher UvA
Dr. M. Lees Distributed discrete event simulation Assistant Professor UvA
Prof. dr. ir. A.W.M. Smeulders Multimedia, machine learning professor UvA/MN
Prof. dr. M. de Rijke Information and language processing professor UvA/MN
Prof. dr. Th. Gevers Computer vision associate professor (VICI) UvA/MN
Dr. M. Worring Multimedia analytics associate professor UvA/MN
Dr. C.G.M. Snoek Multimedia, video retrieval associate professor (VENI, VIDI) UvA/MN
Dr. D. Koelma Multimedia, software engineering ICT developer UvA/MN
Prof. dr. M. Welling Machine learning professor UvA/MN
dr. J. Mooij Machine learning assistant professor (VENI) UvA/MN
dr. S. Whiteson Machine learning assistant professor UvA/MN
Prof. dr. H.A.G. Wijshoff Computer and software systems professor LU
Prof. dr. S.F. Portegies Zwart Astrophysics professor (VICI) LU
Dr. M.S. Lew Content based image processing associate professor LU
Dr. T. Stefanov Embedded system design assistant professor LU
Dr. E.M. Bakker Databases and image processing researcher LU
Prof. dr. ir. H.J. Sips Parallel and distributed computing professor TUD
Prof. dr. ir. D.H.J. Epema Performance associate professor TUD
Prof. dr. K.G. Langendoen Sensor networks professor TUD
Dr. H.X. Lin Applied mathematics associate professor TUD
Dr.ir. J.A. Pouwelse Peer-to-peer systems assistant professor (VENI) TUD
Dr.ir. A. Iosup Massive multiplayer online games assistant professor (VENI) TUD
Dr. J.W. Romein High-performance computing senior researcher ASTRON
Dr. J.J.D. Mol Telescope data processing researcher/software engineer ASTRON
drs. P.C. Broekema High-performance computing researcher ASTRON
Ir. A.W. Gunst Digital design digital system engineer ASTRON
Dr. C.M. de Vos Modeling, sensor networks managing director ASTRON
Dr. R. van Schaik eScience Technologies CTO NLeSC NLeSC
Dr. F.J. Seinstra Jungle Computing, eScience eScience Coordinator NLeSC
Dr. R.V. van Nieuwpoort GPU Computing, eScience eScience Coordinator NLeSC
Dr. S. Branchett eScience Technologies eScience Coordinator NLeSC
Dr. M. Ivanova Big Data, Databases eScience Coordinator NLeSC
Prof. dr. P.M.G. Apers Database Technology professor UT
Prof. dr. ir. B.R. Haverkort Design/analysis communication systemsprofessor UT
Dr. D. Hiemstra Information retrieval, big data associate professor (VIDI) UT
Dr. M. Huisman Verification of concurrent programs associate professor (ERC) UT
Prof. dr. F. de Jong Language technology professor UT
Prof. dr. ir. J.-P. Katoen Analysis of stochastic systems professor UT
Dr. M. van Keulen Probabilistic data integration associate professor UT
Prof. dr. J.C. van de Pol High-performance model checking professor UT
Dr. ir. A. Pras Network operations and management associate professor UT
Dr. M. Theune Natural Language Processing assistant professor UT
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d. Does the local authority support your application? Does your institute/university accept the conditions for support by
NWO?

Yes

2 Project

2.a Project title

Harnessing the Diversity of Complex e-Infrastructures

2.b Project summary

Due to the data explosion, there is a huge demand for big data-processing infrastructures in almost all sciences. Many of
such e-infrastructures are distributed facilities that are becoming increasingly diverse (e.g., they may contain a variety of
accelerators and software-defined networks). The diversity makes the infrastructures complex and difficult to use for scientists.
Nonetheless, many applications need to harness the power ofthese diverse distributed infrastructures to address dataprocessing
problems. Handling the complexity and diversity of distributed infrastructures thus is a key research challenge.

The aim of this proposal is to create a state-of-the-art experimentation environment for such research by building the fifth
generation of the Distributed ASCI Supercomputer. DAS-5 will be based on a similar concept as its successful predecessors:
a collection of six cluster computers located at different institutes and integrated into a single shared testbed for experimental
computer science research in the Netherlands. The new system is designed to address important new research questions,
like diversity (heterogeneous computing), programmable hybrid networks, distributed resource management, virtualization,
energy-efficiency, and resilience.

We use many real-world applications for this research. In particular, the Netherlands eScience Center (NLeSC), COMMIT,
and ASTRON have many projects that need a high-performance distributed system with modern accelerators. The participation
of NLeSC in DAS-5 is new and provides NLeSC a stepping-stone system for eScience research, to prepare for larger-scale
runs on production systems, aiming at both scientific breakthroughs and economical impact through links with the Top Sectors
as designated by the Dutch Government. Likewise, the participation of the Dutch ICT program COMMIT in DAS-5 is new
and will result in an even broader national coverage of DAS usage, especially from the University of Twente.

This proposal describes the developments that require a newsystem, it summarizes earlier DAS-4 research (resulting in
about 40 PhD theses since Sept. 2008 that would have been hardto do without DAS) and then describes the research that will
be done with DAS-5. Over 50 (PhD/Postdoc) projects already exist now that will have funding by the end of 2014 and that
will use DAS-5. The new system will consist of six clusters (at VU University, the University of Amsterdam, TU Delft, Leiden
University, MultimediaN, and ASTRON). Co-funding will be provided by these six sites as well as by the new participants
NLeSC and COMMIT.

2.c Keywords

Distributed systems, hardware diversity, data explosion,programmable networks, sustainable computing

2.d Main field of research (compulsory)

Main fields of Research

16.10.00 Computer systems, architectures, networks

Other fields of research, in order of relevance:

16.90.00 Computer Science, other research
17.90.00 Astronomy, astrophysics, other

2.e Text for press release (to be used if your application is granted)

DAS-5: diversiteit benutten in complexe infrastructuren

Prof. dr. ir. H.E. (Henri) Bal, man, 16 April 1958, VU University Amsterdam, Department of Computer Science
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Veel wetenschappelijke toepassingen vereisen een computer infrastructuur die razendsnel enorme hoeveelheden data kun-
nen verwerken. Zulke infrastructuren zijn tegenwoordig verspreid over vele locaties en bevatten een verscheidenheidaan
ingewikkelde hardware. DAS-5 is een gedistribueerd computersysteem waarmee informatici kunnen onderzoeken hoe die di-
versiteit juist kan worden benut en zo makkelijk mogelijk kan worden ingezet voor wetenschappelijke toepassingen. Ruim 50
projecten staan klaar om DAS-5 te gaan gebruiken.

2.f Is this a revised application?

No

2.g Has this application been submitted elsewhere?

No
Note: the maximum length of items 2h through 2l is 10 pages with a minimum font size of 8,5pts (Verdana) and a

maximum of 8000 words. No annexes or additions are allowed.
The text is typeset in 9pts Verdana and is less than 8000 words

2.h Detailed description of the research and investment plan

Due to the data explosion, there is a huge demand for big data-processing infrastructures, not only for the “Big sciences”
like high-energy physics (CERN LHC) and astronomy (LOFAR),but also for the life sciences (next generation sequencing),
the humanities (e.g., the DANS archive) and for society in general (e.g., social media, internet of things, gaming). Themajority
of the big European e-infrastructures now are distributed facilities located on different geographical sites. Many infrastructures
want to provide Cloud-like remote services to their users, as evidenced by the interest in “science as a service”. As a result,
distribution has become the norm rather than the exception.

However, these e-infrastructures exhibit an increasing complexityand diversity. Foremost, hardware diversity has
increased enormously and today’s infrastructures have to deal with a wide variety of accelerators (e.g., GPUs, large-scale
multicores). The networks also have become hybrid and are increasingly programmable with OpenFlow. The scale of the big
infrastructures also leads to major problems with resourcemanagement, energy consumption, and reliability.

Despite this enormous complexity and diversity,applications definitely do want to exploit the potential power of these
new accelerators and programmable networks. As a good example in the Dutch context, the Netherlands eScience Center
(NLeSC), COMMIT, and ASTRON each have a large portfolio of dozens of projects that need a high-performance distributed
system with modern accelerators. Concrete examples range from climate modeling to analyzing large-scale video databases
to Petascale sensor data processing. Although the applications of course have diverse needs, they are all challenged bydata
explosion problems. Internationally, the need for accelerators also is clearly visible from the current supercomputer top-500
list, where both the number one (Tianhe-2, based on Intel Phi) and number two (Titan, based on NVIDIA K20) use accelerators.

Consequently,handling the complexity and diversity of distributed infra structures is a key research challenge for
computer sciencewith a potentially huge impact on many other areas of science. The type of experimental research to meet
this challenge is virtually impossible to do on the big e-infrastructures themselves, because they are production systems. This
research requires controlled distributed experiments andit needs to be able to continuously modify the hardware (e.g., to
experiment with new accelerators and new networks, or to addpower monitoring) and systems software (e.g., virtualization
tools, scheduling software, networking software). Also, it needs to do many interactive short-running experiments onmultiple
resources simultaneously, which is undoable on productionsystems. Essentially, this type of research needs a flexible, interac-
tive, and malleable experimental platform rather than fixedstable production systems (whether they are supercomputers, grids,
or otherwise).

With this proposal,we want to set up a new distributed infrastructure for experimental computer science research
that enables a systematic study of how to harness the diversity of complex e-infrastructures. The requested infrastructure will
be the fifth generation of the Distributed ASCI Supercomputer, DAS-5. The ASCI research school has set up four generations
of DAS over the past 16 years. Each incarnation consisted of 4-6 clusters located at different universities, integratedinto a
single system. The systems have been used for research on wide-area computing (DAS-1, 1997), grid computing (DAS-2,
2002), e-Science and optical grids (DAS-3, 2006), and manycores and green-IT (DAS-4, 2010). DAS-3 and DAS-4 also
featured an advanced optical wide-area interconnect (StarPlane) provided by SURFnet.

The DAS systems are designed specifically for experimental computer science research, enabling unique distributed
experiments that can not be done on production systems. A keyadvantage of DAS is that it is designed, purchased, and
maintained by a single organization (ASCI), resulting in a coherent system shared by a large community. Many other systems
use ad-hoc sharing of resources from different organizations, giving much less control on the overall design. The DAS systems
have been instrumental for over a 100 PhD theses. The demand for DAS has increased strongly over the years, due to large
projects like VL-e, MultimediaN, and currently COMMIT (a 100M EURO Dutch ICT program) and because new research
communities were involved with each new generation, such asmultimedia (DAS-3), astronomy (DAS-4), and NLeSC (this
proposal).

The aim of this proposal is to create a state-of-the-art experimentation environment, consisting of 6 clusters, for
projects on topics like diversity (heterogeneous computing), programmable hybrid networks, distributed resource management,
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virtualization, energy-efficiency, and resilience. The research will be done in close collaboration with projects from important
application areas, especially with several “Big data” applications (from NLeSC, NWO, COMMIT, EU), multimedia & games
(COMMIT, NWO, IARPA), and astronomy (ASTRON, NLeSC, NWO). In total, we have identified over 50 such projects
(described below) that want to use DAS-5. We will first summarize the main achievements obtained with earlier DAS systems,
in particular DAS-4.

Earlier results from the DAS projects

DAS-4 is the dominant large-scale computer infrastructurefor experimental computer science research in the Netherlands. It
has been used for approximately 60 (PhD/postdoc) projects and for a large number of MSc theses. The DAS-4 system has over
150 users (staff members, PhD students, postdocs, and scientific programmers) from all participating organizations. The web
sitehttp://www.cs.vu.nl/das4/PhD-theses lists about 40 PhD theses that have actually used DAS (DAS-3 or DAS-4)
since the DAS-4 proposal was submitted in Sept. 2008. Many research results have been obtained using DAS. Below, we
summarize a few of the highlights that have been obtained since Sept. 2008:

• The VU has used DAS-4 for large-scale experiments with theirIbis distributed programming system. Ibis is used for
numerous applications, and has been selected as a Core eScience Technology by NLeSC. Seinstra’s work (at the VU)
won the International Data Analysis Challenge for Finding Supernovae at IEEE Cluster/Grid 2008, and the sustainability
prize in the Enlighten Your Research 3 competition (2011). The work on distributed reasoning has won the Scalable
Computing Challenge at IEEE CCGrid 2010; Urbani’s work in this area won an NWO VENI in 2013. (The NWO VENI,
VIDI, and VICI awards are similar to US NSF career development grants at different career stages.) Earlier work on
Awari by Romein and Bal was selected in Pickover’s math book as one of 250 milestones in the history of mathematics.

• TUD has used DAS-4 for projects on distributing computing (resource management in grids and clouds, P2P sys-
tems, etc). Two projects have resulted in NWO VENI awards, onresource management for massive multiplayer online
games (dr. Iosup) and on large-scale graph processing (dr. Varbanescu). TUD obtained best-paper awards at the 10th
IEEE/ACM Symp. on Cluster, Cloud and Grid Computing 2010 (CCGrid 2010) and at the 5th Workshop on Many-Task
Computing in Grids and Supercomputers at SC’12, and the Biggest Impact Award at the same workshop.

• The MultimediaN project uses DAS-4 to speed up and improve various multimedia content analysis algorithms. dr.
Snoek won an NWO VENI (2008), VIDI (2012), and the Netherlands prize for ICT-Research 2012. The group won
5 awards in the TRECVID video competition (for concept detection and interactive retrieval) in 2008-2010 and in
competitions like the ImageCLEF photo annotation task (2009), the ImageNet classification with localization (2011),
and the Pascal VOC classification with localization (2012).They won best-paper awards in ACM CIVR (2009, 2010)
and IEEE Transactions on Multimedia (2012), and the SIGMM international best PhD thesis award on multimedia
(2013).

• LU uses DAS-4 for several large projects, including the NWO-VICI project “the Final Parsec” and the NOVA/NWO
project AMUSE (Distributed High-Performance Astrophysical Multipurpose Software Environment), both awarded to
prof. Portegies Zwart. AMUSE is currently being integratedwith the Ibis system (VU, see above) in collaboration with
NLeSC. An NWO-M grant to build a GPU-accelerated supercomputer called Little Green Machine was awarded to Dr.
L. Wolters and prof. Portegies Zwart in 2010. LGM has been linked up with DAS-4 for combined experiments.

• The UvA uses DAS-4 for research on system and network engineering, especially for studying the complexity of emerg-
ing hybrid system and network architectures. The UvA won the“JOSN Most cited article” award in the Elsevier Journal
on Optical Switching and Networking (2008) and the best paper award in CloudCom2012. The UvA has received several
grants in GigaPort3 innovating both DAS and SURFnet capabilities.

• ASTRON uses DAS-4 for research on processing huge sensor datasets (e.g., setting a world record for correlating 288
dual-polarized LOFAR antennas), as well as accelerator research for radio-astronomical data processing, resulting in
many new research projects (described later).

2.h.1 Description of the research programme

Below, we describe which specific projects will use DAS-5. Weinclude only projects that will still be running by the end of
2014 (when DAS-5 is scheduled to be operational) and that have funding for at least one PhD student or postdoc.

We classify the projects into five categories, all related tothe DAS-5 themeHarnessing the Diversity of Complex e-
Infrastructures. The first two categories focus on e-Infrastructures and diversity. The other categories focus on how to use such
systems for three highly demanding application areas: “Bigdata” applications, multimedia & games, and astronomy.

• e-Infrastructure management:These projects aim to make the e-infrastructure smarter by studying resource discovery,
sharing, federation, scheduling, monitoring, energy-efficiency, and security. This work includes distributed experiments
on co-allocation (using multiple resources at the same time) that are in practice hard to do on production systems. Also,
several projects need hardware instrumentation to measureenergy consumption.
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• Harnessing Diversity:These projects look at programming systems for heterogeneous computing and typically need to
experiment with a variety of GPU types. Several projects usemany distributed and heterogeneous resources to solve
large problems. Our novel data analytics research focuses on the efficient use of heterogeneous hardware to cope with
large scale data collections.

• Interacting with big data:These projects look at interaction with large-scale and complex (heterogeneous) data sets.
They need substantial compute power, but in an interactive fashion, sometimes even in (soft) real-time.

• Multimedia and games:These projects look at data from multimedia applications ormassive distributed games. To
handle the large amounts of data and the corresponding compute need, the projects require a distributed system with
maximum hardware flexibility for both memory and compute cycles.

• Astronomy:These projects study astronomy applications, which invariably use a combination of large sensor data and
heterogeneous computing. They need to experiment with a wide variety of different accelerators to investigate which
ones are most suitable to meet the challenging (sometimes even real-time) computing demands and energy demands.

We lack the space to describe all the coordination efforts between these projects, but many projects are part of larger re-
search initiatives, such as COMMIT and NLeSC. COMMIT (prof.Smeulders, UvA and CWI) is a Dutch government funded
FES program. The program unites academic research and (non-)profit organizations in ICT. It is a use-inspired fundamental
ICT-research program with applications in culture, agriculture, and health care. Ten universities, five technological institutes,
and over sixty small and large businesses participate in sixteen public-private multi-party projects. They ensure direct state-
of-the-art knowledge transfer in an economic or societal urgent area. DAS-5 will be used by at least seven different programs
within COMMIT, including INFINITI: Information retrievalfor information services (P1), SenseI: Sensor Driven Coach-
ing for Healthy Living (P3), SEALinc: Socially-enriched access to linked cultural media (P6), EWIDS: Very large wireless
sensor networks for well-being (P9), TimeTrails: Spatiotemporal Data Warehouses for Trajectory Exploitation (P19),IV-e:
e-Infrastructure virtualization for e-science applications (P20), and Data2Semantics: From data to semantics for scientific data
publishers (P23).

The NLeSC project portfolio covers over 20 projects, serving a wide variety of research domains, including astronomy,
climate research, chemistry, food research, ecology, and water management. The NLeSC contribution for each of the projects
is up to 500K EURO. Many of the projects, however, are embedded in even larger collaborations and consortiums, greatly en-
hancing further dissemination of both scientific results and reusable software solutions. The NLeSC-funded projects mentioned
below include only those projects for which the use of DAS-4 (today) and DAS-5 (future) is essential.

e-Infrastructure management

• The COMMIT P20 Infrastructure management work packages(prof. de Laat, dr. Grosso, UvA; prof. Epema, TUD) aim
to ease the management of the highly complicated scientific computing infrastructures by effectively shielding the user
from the low-level complexity. P20 investigates how to design a programmable e-Science architecture that is able to
describe the infrastructure components and optimize them for typical usage scenarios. The architecture will allow users
to create, configure, and operate secure virtualized distributed computing environments that automatically scale with
computational demands. Specific work packages (each havingone PhD student or postdoc) focus on:

– Using semantic description of infrastructures for better integration, federation and sustainable ICT;
– Mechanisms and tools to provide security of (virtual) e-Science infrastructure;
– System-oriented studies in scheduling and resource management in data centers;
– Application-oriented studies in scheduling and resource management in data centers.

• Flamingo, FP7 NoE(prof. Haverkort, dr. Pras, UT) focuses on flow-based monitoring of networks and services, enabling
scalable monitoring systems for the future internet. This project will use DAS-5 to dobig dataanalyses of network traces
captured in cooperation with major national and European internet service providers.

• ENVRI: Common Operations of ENVironmental Research Infrastructures(prof. de Laat, dr. Grosso, UvA). This EU
FP-7 project investigates how an information modeling and workflow planning tool can be used to federate and integrate
diverse environmental research infrastructures. The maingoal is to develop a common reference model for the ESFRI
(European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures) andto prototype selected common functionalities for these
infrastructures, using the semantic linking framework that the UvA leads. The results will speed up the construction of
these Environmental Sciences research infrastructures and will allow scientists to use the data and software from each
facility to enable multi-disciplinary science.

• Research on Really Reliable and Secure Systems Software(prof. Tanenbaum, VU) is a 2.4M EURO EU/ERC-advanced
project. It is based on MINIX-3, a modular multiserver operating system designed for high reliability. To analyze its
performance it is necessary to run timing tests with many different workloads. DAS-5 will provide a good testbed to
run such large-scale tests (using virtualization). Another specific PhD subproject is fault injection, where we test and
compare systems designed to contain failures caused by buggy software. Here, workloads need to be executed many
times with different faults injected.
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• Greening software with software-defined network services(dr. Lago, VU; dr. Grosso, UvA). This project is funded by
VU and UvA and studies how to make distributed software systems and applications more energy efficient by dynami-
cally selecting and exploiting the greenest available network connections. The emerging Software Defined Networking
paradigm empowers end-users to control the behavior of the network. This paradigm lends itself for programming
energy-efficient and sustainable network services. The project aims to determine how existing software systems can be
transformed according to green- and cloud-based models integrating dynamic green network services.

Harnessing Diversity

• Graphitti (dr. Varbanescu, UvA). This NWO VENI project does research in large-scale graph processing across multiple
platforms (GPUs, multicores, clusters).

• NWO GreenClouds(prof. Bal, VU; prof. de Laat, UvA) studies how to exploit hardware diversity to reduce energy
consumption of high-performance applications. The research focuses on green scheduling and management of clouds.
For example, we have implemented a MapReduce framework on DAS-4 using a mix of CPUs and GPUs to save energy.

• The COMMIT P20 Distributed Computing work packages(prof. Bal, dr. Kielmann, VU; prof. Bubak, dr. Belloum, UvA)
investigate efficient methods to program data-intensive applications on heterogeneous systems and to build workflow-
based collaborative problem solving environments. Specific work packages focus on:

– Programming Systems for elastic Cloud applications;
– e-Science applications on large-scale hybrid distributedsystems;
– Modeling and integrating workflow processes of complex experiments;
– Methods enabling workflow sharing and reproducibility of results;
– Workflow and application component integration.

• NLeSC Climate Research Project(prof. Dijkstra, IMAU/UU; prof. Bal, VU; dr. Seinstra, NLeSC). This project studies
projections of future sea level changes due to changes in theNorth Atlantic ocean circulation. It uses an eddy-resolving
ocean model with an unprecedented level of detail. New multi-model/multi-kernel techniques will be applied using a di-
verse combination of high-performance and distributed computing facilities (referred to as Jungle Computing Systems).

• NLeSC eScience Technology Project(prof. Bal, VU; prof. de Laat, UvA). This project addresses the data volume and
complexity of modern applications. In particular, it does research on how to efficiently implement the LOFAR imaging
pipeline for the AARTFAAC (Amsterdam - ASTRON Radio Transient Facility And Analysis Center) project on GPUs.

• The Final Parsec(prof. Portegies Zwart, LU). This NWO-VICI project uses theStarlab software package for simulating
the evolution of dense stellar systems. Starlab is a collection of tools that share a common data structure and that can be
combined in arbitrarily complex ways to study the dynamics of star clusters and galactic nuclei.

• The Virtual Galaxy project(prof. Portegies Zwart, LU). This project intends to run a gravitational N-body simulation
of a Milky-Way-like Galaxy on a star-by-star basis, using 100 billion particles. The results will be used to study the
formation and evolution of spiral structure in the Galaxy. A100 billion particle simulation is more than a factor 1000
larger than any previous simulation of the Milky Way Galaxy.DAS-5 will be used to develop an efficient GPU code to
prepare for large-scale runs to simulate the entire Milky Way.

• CARP, FP7(dr. Huisman, prof. Katoen, UT) aims at improving the programmability of accelerated GPU servers. The
approach is based on performance analysis and verification of optimized GPU applications. DAS-5 will be used to
measure the impact of verified optimizations on the performance of GPU applications.

• MaDriD, NWO-VC(prof. van de Pol, UT) develops Multi-core Decision Diagrams. BDDs are essential for combinatorial
problems in (for instance) hardware verification. DAS-5 will be used to measure the scalability of new parallel algorithms
on many-core servers.

• VOCHS, NWO-VC(prof. van de Pol, UT) enables verification of complex hierarchical systems. System models, safety-
and liveness properties are transformed to huge parity games, that are solved symbolically, using many-core and dis-
tributed algorithms from the LTSmin toolset. The driving case is the control software of CERN’s Large Hadron Collider.

• VerCors, ERC(dr. M. Huisman, UT) aims at automated and efficient verification of concurrent software. DAS-5 will
be used to set up a verification infrastructure to invoke various SMT solvers in parallel on generated proof obligations.
This is essential to scale full verification to real-world concurrent programs.

• From complex living systems to smarter computers(dr. Kaandorp, UvA). The FP7 Project SWAM-ORGAN tries to
understand complex living systems such as cells making an organ, or the spatially-controlled growing of a plant, and
to apply these principles to technological systems, in particular more intelligent and adaptable robot swarms. SWAM-
ORGAN will use DAS-5 to do distributed (multi-cluster) runsand study the usage of GPUs.
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Interacting with big data

• A Reasonable Web(dr. Urbani, VU). This NWO VENI project will investigate methods to estimate the difficulty of
reasoning at web scale, which is highly compute- and data-intensive.

• Reasoning in a Changing World(prof. Bal, prof. van Harmelen, VU) is a VU-funded project studying novel parallel and
distributed algorithms for reasoning on highly dynamic data. It bridges the gap between reasoning and stream processing
and it will produce high-performance algorithms for incremental, approximate and streaming reasoning.

• COMMIT P3 (prof. Bal, VU) will develop a smartphone-based distributed sensor network for real-time coaching of
(groups of) amateur athletes. Sensor data collected through the smarthpones will be sent to a cloud (DAS-5), which will
help in providing detailed feedback and in doing population-level data analytics.

• COMMIT P9 (prof. van Steen, VU) studies large sets of nodes in a wireless distributed system. The project applies
gossip-based techniques to tackle real-world problems on large, wireless sensor networks for future societal goals as
wellbeing and independent living. It will use DAS-5 to do simulations and large-scale (parallel) network analysis.

• COMMIT P19, Timetrails(prof. Apers, dr. van Keulen, UT) aims at collecting and combining geographic and time
series data and activities on social networks, to enrich themodeling of trajectories by using techniques from information
extraction, sentiment analysis, and probabilistic data integration. This project will use DAS-5 for analysing geographic
and trajectory data from several Dutch companies, as well asdata from Twitter.

• COMMIT P23(prof. Adriaans, UvA) studies measures of information content and complexity that can be used to opti-
mize a ’matching’ and query utility under a given set of conditions. Also, it develops platform-independent tools that
enable retrieval of distributed complex data sets.

• NLeSC Food Research Project(Prof. Alkema, Radboud University). The technological developments in life science
research have led to a vast increase in data that are available in public and proprietary databases. To efficiently capitalize
on these data, dedicated vocabularies and algorithms are necessary for annotating, searching, filtering and integrating
data from various sources. This project will develop structured vocabularies covering the food domain, which will be
incorporated in existing knowledge management tools to link potentially related research findings.

This project and the next two NLeSC projects aim to explore efficient solutions for interacting with big data in different
domains, which ultimately should result in large-scale production software for these domains. Obtaining efficient so-
lutions, however, requires much interactive experimentation work with distribution, accelerators, networks, etc.,which
can only be done on DAS. DAS-5 will thus be used as a stepping stone towards production work, and serve as a catalyst
for eScience technology innovation.

• NLeSC Geographic Data Project(Prof. van Oosterom, TUD). Modern geographic data acquisition technologies generate
point clouds with billions (or even trillions) of elevation/depth points, which are are too big to be handled efficientlyby
common ICT infrastructures. This project develops innovative eScience techniques for data management, dissemination,
processing and visualization.

• NLeSC Water Management Project(Prof. van der Giesen, TUD). The development of a high resolution global hydrolog-
ical model is a recent Grand Challenge for the hydrological community. Massive assimilation of remotely sensed data
is needed, in turn requiring vast amounts of computational power. Moreover, updating a global hydrological model with
Earth observations will be a major computational challengethat demands close cooperation between ICT and hydrology.

• VPH-share(dr. Belloum, UvA) is a FP-7 project studying how to efficiently move large datasets. It will provide a cloud
platform for easy-to-use access to compute and data resources, including services for deployment of scientific software
on a virtualized infrastructure, and cloud data access and transfer for very large objects.

• Executable Biology, UT-EWI(prof. van de Pol, UT) studies crosstalk in biological signaling pathways in human Chon-
drocytes by transforming them to a network of timed automata. Models and parameters will be synthesized from exper-
imental wet-lab data and Silicon experiments will be performed by high-performance model checking.

• VerifyLazyDB, Twente Graduate School(dr. Huisman, dr. Hiemstra, dr. van Keulen, UT) develops an alternative database
architure based on a lazy functional programming language.This architecture supports correct concurrency and pro-
cessing of infinite streams. DAS-5 will be used to assess the scalability of this approach.

Multimedia and games

• SESAME(dr. Snoek, UvA, prof. Smeulders, UvA) is an IARPA project that aims to develop tools for dramatically
improving an analyst’s ability to efficiently search with high precision massive, and continuously growing databases
of videos for specific events. As with many projects in this category, efficient solutions need flexible control over the
composition of the hardware (storage, network, accelerator), which is only possible in experimental systems like DAS.
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• STORY(dr. Snoek, UvA) is an NWO/STW VIDI project. Video images areonly findable when people describe the
content in advance. In this project we teach computers how torecognize video images which have not been given any
descriptions. We do so on the basis of automatically detected people, objects and scenes.

• Sort-It-Out (dr. Worring, UvA) is an STW project that studies the interactive categorization of large collections of
images and their metadata by combining information visualization with multimedia analysis and intelligent interaction.

• COMMIT P6-WP1: Mining online multimedia as training resource (dr. Snoek, UvA) aims to develop tools and tech-
niques for leveraging user-generated multimedia as training resource for automatic semantic labeling. Intuitively,if
different persons label visually similar images and videosusing the same tags, these tags are likely to reflect objective
aspects of the visual content. We will study how this intuition can be exploited to obtain relevant labels for visual
content.

• COMMIT P6-WP2: Interactive visual learning(dr. Snoek, UvA) aims to develop tools and techniques for leveraging
user-generated multimedia as training resource for interactive visual learning. Rather than relying on an interacting user,
we exploit weakly labeled online data as starting point and emphasize in particular the role of diverse, yet compact,
visual features and efficient machine learning schemes.

• COMMIT P6-WP3: Identity resolution(prof. Smeulders, UvA) aims to design, develop and evaluatemethods for posi-
tive identification of objects in visual search engines. Theproject builds on the extensive success of visual recognition
in computer vision. What is missing in the current search engines is the evidence that the object as indicated is really
there. Also nearly identical objects or object classes cannot be discriminated yet.

• @Large(dr. Iosup, TUD). This NWO VENI project (augmented with additional PhD students on a scholarship) does
research in resource management for Massive Multi-player Online Games (MMOGs) in large-scale distributed systems
(content generation, game analytics, etc).

• COMMIT P1, Infiniti: Information Retrieval for InformationServices(prof. Apers, dr. Hiemstra, UT) aims to monitor
and manage information from the invisible (deep) web, whichcannot be indexed by web crawling. The project will use
DAS-5 for analysis of data from deep web sites, such as the TREC Federated Web Search collection, consisting of more
than 150 deep web sites including all major search engines.

• FACT (dr. Theune, dr. Hiemstra, UT) Folktales as Classifiable Texts: studies oral history, such as jokes and urban
legends, by analysing large bodies of text from social media. Software will enrich a corpus of Dutch folktales with
metadata, including stories in current media. This projectwill use DAS-5 for text analysis and machine learning on
large collections and Twitter streams on texts.

• AXES, FP7 IP: Access to Audiovisual Archives(prof. De Jong, dr. Hiemstra, UT) develops access tools to audiovisual
archives (a.o. Beeld & Geluid and BBC) with new engaging waysto interact with audiovisual libraries, helping them
discover, browse, navigate, search and enrich archives. The project will use DAS-5 to demonstrate novel NoSQL
solutions to manage large archives of multimedia data.

Astronomy applications

• NLeSC Astronomy Project(dr. de Vos, ASTRON; prof. Bal, VU; dr. van Nieuwpoort, NLeSC). The most advanced
modes of large telescopes like ALMA and LOFAR require structural collaboration between astronomers and e-Science
experts. The project addresses the issues related to the huge size of the datasets produced by the most extreme observa-
tions. Areas of optimization include interoperability between existing software packages, high-performance computing
platforms, extremely large databases, and streaming processing pipelines.

• Dome(dr. Boonstra, ASTRON; dr. Engbersen, IBM) is a 32.9M EURO project, supported by grants from the Dutch
Ministry of EL&I and the province Drenthe. In this collaboration between ASTRON and IBM, Dome addresses the
computational challenges of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA), the next-generation radio telescope that has exa-scale
compute requirements. Research areas that are relevant to DAS-5 include algorithmic research, the use of accelerator
hardware and microservers, and real-time communication. About 10 DOME researchers are expected to use DAS-5.

• LOFAR(dr. Vermeulen, ASTRON) will continue to use DAS-5 for the development of software pipelines for the LOFAR
radio telescope (e.g., a GPU-based correlator). LOFAR is the first of a novel type of radio telescopes (essentially a
distributed sensor network), and enables groundbreaking science in astronomy and astrophysics. Its versatility (due
to the absence of dishes that need mechanical steering) allows new observation modes that require new processing
pipelines.

• AARTFAAC(prof. Wijers, UvA; dr. de Vos, ASTRON) is an ERC project. This UvA/ASTRON collaboration expands
the LOFAR radio telescope to an all-sky monitoring instrument. AARTFAAC will be used to detect and study transient
events (such as the birth of a black hole). DAS-5 allows us to continue to develop the data processing pipeline.
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• Uniboard2 (dr. Szomoru, JIVE) is a RadioNet3/FP7 project. Within Uniboard2, we will develop the next-generation
FPGA-based processing board for digital signal processingof radio telescope data. DAS-5 will allow us to create
a prototype system that integrates Uniboard2 with conventional high-performance computing hardware. DAS-5 also
allows us to do research on applying emerging high-level languages like OpenCL for programming FPGAs.

• ARTS(dr. van Leeuwen, ASTRON) is an NWO-M and NOVA funded project. ARTS will turn the new wide-field
APERTIF focal-plane array receivers on the Westerbork telescope (funded by NWO and EC grants) into high-speed
cameras, and will be powered by a 500-TFLOP, 100-GPU cluster. These cameras will then be able to detect, for the first
time, the source of the enigmatic short radio flashes that appear all over the sky. DAS-5 will be used to develop the GPU
algorithms needed for this processing pipeline.

• DRAGNET(dr. Hessels, ASTRON) is an ERC Starting Grant project. Within this project we will develop a GPU/CPU-
based system that can analyze high-time-resolution LOFAR datain real-time, to detect pulsars and other exotic sources
of transient radio astronomical signals. DAS-5 will allow us to prototype the data reduction pipeline on a variety of
different architectures before purchasing and implementing the production system integrated within the central LOFAR
network.

• Hilado (dr. de Vos, ASTRON) is an international RadioNet3/FP7 project, in which we will create optimized prototype
software pipelines for current and emerging radio telescopes.

• Triple-A (dr. Romein, ASTRON) is an NWO project that studies some key radio-astronomical signal-processing algo-
rithms on a wide range of accelerator platforms. This way, welearn which properties make an architecture (in)efficient;
we study energy efficiency, programmability, and device (in)dependent optimizations.

2.h.2 The quality, originality and innovative nature of the research programme

As described above, the data explosion has caused a huge demand for distributed data-processing infrastructures. Suchin-
frastructures exhibit an increasing complexity and diversity. This trend already was visible when we submitted the DAS-4
proposal in 2008, but by now distribution and diversity havebecome the norm rather than the exception. A major challengeis
how to study such heterogeneous infrastructures in a coherent way. DAS-5 will be a unique infrastructure for such systematic,
laboratory-like experiments, because it provides a homogeneous core (same processors, operating system, network) extended
with many types of accelerators. Such a distributed laboratory is the ideal and only feasible environment to systematically
address research questions around infrastructure management (discovery, scheduling, energy consumption), diversity (het-
erogeneous programming, Jungle computing), and big data (distributed information management and reasoning, processing
sensor data). Also, the DAS-5 community shares a rich set of real-world distributed applications that can be used to study
fundamental computer science questions, especially from multimedia, astronomy, and e-Science in general. In comparison,
most other infrastructures like the top-500 supercomputers and SURFsara’s systems focus on delivering a production facility
to end users, not on doing controlled computer science experiments.

Another innovative aspect of DAS-5 will be the network infrastructure. Just like other computing resources, networks
become fully programmable. Software Defined Networking (SDN) and OpenFlow are widely studied and implemented, but
also leave fundamental problems to be studied. One problem is how to virtualize the networks and deal with topologies and
with a diversity of services spanning different locations and control domains. Another problem is how to integrate the networks
in the programming model of applications and into network operating systems.

DAS-5 will also have several major improvements over DAS-4 that are essential for a modern research infrastructure.
DAS-5 will consist of state-of-the-art compute clusters with larger-scale multicore CPUs, faster I/O buses (PCIe-3),larger
memories and storage, more accurate power measurement, andmodern accelerators (GPUs, Intel Phi), in combination with
modern (SDN/OpenFlow-enabled) networks.

2.h.3 The importance and urgency of the investment to research in the relevant field

The large number of PhD theses done on DAS-4 and the many projects that need to use DAS-5 clearly demonstrate the
importance of this investment. DAS-5 is indispensable for the type of experimental research done in the Netherlands. The
investment also is urgent, because DAS-4 will be four years old by the time it gets replaced (end of 2014), making it unsuitable
for high quality research and publications in top venues.

2.h.4 Description of the proposed equipment/facility, thetechnical feasibility and extent to which it is technologically
innovative

Technologically, DAS-5 will be designed to address the three topics discussed in the introduction and in the research plan:

• It should be a distributed infrastructure (albeit at a smaller scale than a production facility), enabling research on e-
Infrastructure management;

• It should enable controlled experiments on heterogeneous systems;
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• It should be suitable for research on big data.

Like its predecessors, DAS-5 will consist of multiple clusters located at different sites, integrated into a single system.
DAS-5 will have six clusters:

• The Vrije Universiteit
• The University of Amsterdam
• Delft University of Technology
• Leiden University
• The MultimediaN project
• ASTRON

Each cluster will consist of a homogeneous core part with approximately 32 compute nodes with sufficient memory (on
the order of 64 GB), disk space (6 TB), and a high-performancenetwork (InfiniBand) to do data-intensive experiments. The
system will be designed to allow high-resolution monitoring of the energy consumption per node. Each cluster will contain a
number of accelerators, in particular

• Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)
• Large-scale multicores such as the Intel Phi, or
• Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)

We will equip the clusters with a commodity (inexpensive) GPU per node, plus a few high-end (expensive) accelerators. The
exact configurations will be determined by the steering committee, based on the need to have a representative heterogeneous
research system that includes a wide variety of (commodity and high-end) accelerators. The investments into accelerators will
be spread over three years, because the developments in thisarea move fast and we need to keep the system up-to-date. This
combination of a homogeneous core plus a diverse set of (up-to-date) accelerators gives an excellent platform for the many
research projects in this area (see the “Harnessing diversity” and most Astronomy projects in Section 2.h.1).

Like its two predecessors, DAS-5 will also be connected to the national SURFnet backbone to innovate and study the
interaction between distributed data processing environments and the network. We will connect the DAS-5 clusters with
multiple 10 Gbit/s Ethernet-based connections to SURFnet into SDN-enabled switches. That combined with the SDN and
OpenFlow-enabled infrastructure in the DAS-5 interconnect will create a state of the art distributed SDN-enabled facility.

2.h.5 The effectiveness of the approach, motivation of the required specifications

As shown by earlier DAS systems, our approach is very effective, because the infrastructure is shared by a large community,
allowing researchers to optimally benefit from each other’sexpertise and applications. Also, the homogeneous core notonly
enables clean experiments, but it also drastically simplifies systems maintenance, as we have experienced with all previous
DAS systems.

2.i The quality and competence of the research team

Below are 10 relevant key publications of the staff members since Sept. 2008. The quality of the staff is also evident fromthe
many awards and grants they have won (e.g., six VENI’s, two VIDI’s and two VICI’s).

• X. Li, C.G.M. Snoek and M. Worring: Learning Social Tag Relevance by Neighbor Voting, IEEE Trans. on Multimedia, Vol 11, Nr 7,
pp. 1310-1322, 2009

• R.V. van Nieuwpoort and J.W. Romein: Building Correlators with Many-Core Hardware, IEEE Signal Processing Magazine (special
issue on "Signal Processing on Platforms with Multiple Cores: Part 2 – Design and Applications"), Vol 27, Nr 2, pp. 108–117, 2010

• H.E. Bal, J. Maassen, R.V. van Nieuwpoort, N. Drost, R. Kemp,T. van Kessel, N. Palmer, G. Wrzesinska, T. Kielmann, K. van
Reeuwijk, F. J. Seinstra, C.J.H. Jacobs, and K. Verstoep: Real-World Distributed Computing with Ibis, IEEE Computer, Vol 43, Nr 8,
pp. 54-62, 2010.

• S. Portegies Zwart, T. Ishiyama, D. Groen, K. Nitadori, J. Makino, C. de Laat, S. McMillan, K. Hiraki, S. Harfst, P. Grosso, Simulating
the universe on an intercontinental grid of supercomputers. IEEE Computer, Vol 43, Nr 8, pp.63-70, 2010.

• R.V. van Nieuwpoort, G. Wrzesinska, C.J.H. Jacobs and H.E.Bal: Satin: a High-Level and Efficient Grid Programming Model, ACM
Trans. on Programming Languages and Systems (TOPLAS), Vol 32, Nr 3, ACM Press New York, NY, USA, 2010

• K.E. A. van de Sande, T. Gevers and C.G.M. Snoek: Evaluating Color Descriptors for Object and Scene Recognition, IEEE Trans. on
Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, Vol 32, Nr 9, pp.1582-1596, 2010

• O.O. Sonmez, H.H. Mohamed, and D.H.J. Epema: On the Benefit ofProcessor Co-Allocation in Multicluster Grid Systems, IEEE
Trans. on Parallel and Distributed Systems, Vol 21, pp. 778-789, 2010.

• A. Iosup and D.H.J. Epema, Grid Computing Workloads, IEEE Internet Computing, Vol. 15, pp. 19-26, 2011.
• R. Cushing, G. Hananda, A. Belloum, S. Koulouzis, M. Bubak, and C. de Laat: Distributed Computing on an Ensemble of Browsers,

IEEE Internet Computing, 2013.
• J. R. R. Uijlings, K. E. A. van de Sande, T. Gevers, A. W. M. Smeulders: Selective Search for Object Recognition, International Journal

of Computer Vision, Volume 104, Issue 2, pp 154-171, 2013.
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2.j Social relevance
2.j.1 Contribution of the investment to technological or other innovation in industry or society at large

The Dutch government has identified nine so-called Top Sectors that are crucial for its economy. To preserve the excellence
status assumed for these Top Sectors, research is mandatory. Many projects that will use DAS-5 contribute to this research. For
example, NLeSC has designated key scientific disciplines for financial and technological support, of which Water Management,
Food Research, Life Sciences, Chemistry, and Green Genetics have direct counterparts in the Top Sectors. The NLeSC projects
that will directly benefit from DAS-5 (Water Management, Food Research) are likely to be pilot-projects: their success will not
only improve the state-of-the-art in these fields, but also attract more high quality research projects and results. Furthermore,
through NLeSC’s public-private partnerships, DAS-5 is expected to also have a significant impact on innovation in the private
sector.

“Multimedia and games” projects are particularly relevantfor the development of theCreative Industrysector. Similarly,
most of the projects in the “Harnessing Diversity” and “Interacting with Big Data” categories are fundamental for understand-
ing the computational needs of the future scientific projects, with direct impact on sectors such asLife Sciences and Health,
Logistics, andChemicals. Finally, the “e-Infrastructure management” projects will have a significant impact on the fast-paced
High-techsector.

We also expect DAS-5 to drive advanced networking research.For example, SURFnet, our long-lasting collaborator (since
DAS-3 in 2006, around the StarPlane optical network) has expressed its interest in studying the management and provisioning
of Software Defined Networks, one of the many novel technologies that DAS-5 will feature.

2.j.2 Contribution of the results achieved as a result of theinvestment to major scientific, technological or social
change

Several DAS-5 projects are important, through their results, for society at large. Good examples are our projects on healthy
living (COMMIT P3), cultural media (P6), well-being (P9), climate modeling, web technology (semantic web), multimedia,
games, and Green IT. Obtaining timely results - and therefore the greatest impact - in all these projects can and should be
facilitated by DAS-5.

We predict a fast increase in the large-scale, complex, distributed heterogeneous systems available for the scientificworld.
However, managing, programming, and using such infrastructures up to their full potential remain acute problems. DAS-5 is
carefully designed to be a scaled-down prototype to enable such research; the achieved results will be used to better prepare
for larger-scale experiments on production facilities elsewhere.

A good example for this strategy are the novel astronomy algorithms for heterogeneous hardware platforms: they are
developed and tuned on DAS, but will soon be deployed to run onthe LOFAR (and further on the SKA) production systems.
Another great example is a prototype using GPUs and Jungle computing to speed-up climate simulations: it has also been
designed, tuned, and tested on DAS, and has now been awarded an EU PRACE grant to run at a large European facility.

Finally, with the multitude of projects it will host, DAS-5 will be an excellent tool for understanding the energy consump-
tion requirements of such an ICT system. The results can be directly plugged-in in our various studies for sustainability and
energy efficiency of modern and future ICT infrastructures.

2.k National interest and access
2.k.1 Does the Netherlands occupy a leading position in the relevant field; what are the recent developments in the

relevant research field internationally; will the investment help to strengthen the Dutch position?

The Netherlands has always had a very strong international position in distributed systems, both in computer science and
applications (e-Science, grid computing). The availability of DAS during the previous 16 years has been instrumental here.
The underlying networking infrastructure (SURFnet) also is world class. During the past few years, the Dutch position has
even been strengthened by reorganizing all its e-Science related activities under the SURF umbrella and by setting up a new
e-Science center (NLeSC) under SURF and NWO. It is cruciallyimportant that also Dutch computer scientists keep their
strong position through a new modern facility like DAS-5.

Internationally, the French Grid’5000 system is similar toDAS; it is more recent than DAS, but much larger. (We have
many contacts with this project). In the US, FutureGrid is designed for computer science experiments on grids and clouds.
Also, numerous production grid infrastructures exist thatare also used to some extent for computer science experiments (e.g.,
NAREGI in Japan or the LHC grid in Europe). DAS differs from these systems by being designed by one organization (ASCI)
specifically for distributed computer science experiments, resulting in a much more controlled (“laboratory-like”) system.

2.k.2 Consistency of the proposal with the (long-term) research strategy of the institution involved

The proposal clearly is consistent with the research agendaof ASCI, which has built four DAS systems before. The proposal
also is in line with the national ICT roadmap, which has “Big data” applications (“Data, data, data”) as one of its main themes.
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2.k.3 (Extent of) coordination with other research teams inthe relevant field (given that the investment is of more
than purely local significance)

We do extensive coordination within ASCI (covering a large part of experimental Dutch computer science), but we also have
many formal (IPN) and informal contacts with the other research schools, which can use DAS for collaborative projects. As
explained earlier, much coordination is also done by COMMITand by NLeSC.

We coordinate our efforts with SURFsara by exchanging accounts and by technical discussions about experiences with
hardware (e.g., accelerators) and systems software (e.g.,Cloud software).

2.k.4 Access of researchers other than those directly involved in the application to the proposed equipment/ facility
(in both the shorter and the longer term). What arrangementsare proposed?

Access to DAS is possible for other researchers (outside ASCI, NLeSC, COMMIT, or ASTRON) who collaborate on spe-
cific projects. We have had several examples of such collaborations, for example with Grid’5000 and currently with UPC
(Barcelona, prof. Badia). The other research schools (IPA and SIKS) have increasing needs for experiments like distributed
reasoning and distributed model checking, so they also use DAS in collaboration with ASCI researchers or through the COM-
MIT program.

2.l Description of environment and implementation of the equipment
2.l.1 Accommodation for the equipment/facility

The housing for DAS-5 will be done by the six sites, TUD, UvA (including the MultimediaN cluster), VU, LU, and ASTRON.
They also take care of the surrounding ICT facilities (backups, etc.).

2.l.2 Adequacy of surrounding infrastructure

The surrounding infrastructure provided on-site have always proven to be adequate to support previous DAS generations. The
wide-area networking facilities provided by SURFnet are excellent.

2.l.3 Management plan for the equipment/facility (i.e. access, support, running costs, depreciation)

As with previous DAS systems, ASCI will set up a steering committee with staff members from the institutes that provide
co-funding for this project. This committee is in charge of taking the overall decisions about the infrastructure. In addition,
ASCI will set up a team of highly skilled people (mostly scientific programmers) from all six sites who are in charge of systems
management. In general, we try to simplify systems management as much as possible, which has proven to be a successful
strategy, resulting in a stable and reliable environment.

2.l.4 Risk assessment and contingency plan

Like the previous DAS generations, DAS-5 will be set up in such a way that failure of a single site does not unduly impact
functioning of the DAS-5 system as a whole. System and account management are coordinated, so users always get an account
with a homogeneous software environment on all six clusters. These clusters can also temporarily continue autonomously,
e.g., in the case of wide-area network issues. System and (non-scratch) user data are backed up on a daily basis.

2.l.5 Effectiveness of the investment; expected number of users, expected intensity of use

We expect that DAS-5 will have over 175 users (staff members,PhD students, postdocs, and scientific programmers). Many
PhD theses are using the DAS systems for experiments: the websitehttp://www.cs.vu.nl/das4/PhD-theses lists about
40 theses during the past 5 years (since Sept. 2008), compared to 36 theses during 2004-2008 (listed in the DAS-4 proposal).

Since DAS-5 will be used for a large number of projects, the investment in this infrastructure can be considered extremely
effective. Without DAS-5, many of the projects discussed would independently need to make an effort to assure alternative
infrastructure access and funding. This would result in much loss of efficiency, both due to the resulting infrastructure fragmen-
tation, and because of the significant personnel costs involved with managing and reintegrating these (incoherent) resources on
a case-by-case basis.

Unlike production systems, DAS-5 is not dimensioned for a predictable sustained job load. To assure availability of
sufficient resources for experimental and (often) interactive runs, we maintain tight usage policies, e.g., by limiting job lengths
during daytime by default to 30 minutes. Actual usage is bursty in practice, and paper deadlines occasionally cause a peak
demand, but the planned number of nodes of the DAS-5 system isin line with previous DAS generations. This capacity has
proven to be sufficient to facilitate the wide variety in usage types for the given user population. Also, since users automatically
have access to all DAS-5 clusters, they can (and do) run experiments on remote clusters if needed.
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2.l.6 Prospects for continuing investment after the end of the grant period; Arrangements for future replacement/upgrading

We expect that DAS-5 will be used for about four years. The system will be upgraded with new accelerators during its lifetime.
We have obtained funding for all previous DAS projects through separate applications to NWO/M. The ASCI school has as its
long-term mission to perform high-quality experimental computer science, and intends to submit more proposals as the current
one in the foreseeable future, but a more structural fundingwould be desirable, given the persistently large demand forthis
infrastructure.

3 Budget

Item description To be paid by NWO Matching Total amount

2014 2015 2016
Basic system 864 388 1252
Additional accelerators 18 18 12 48
Subtotal (max. 75% NWO) 864 18 18 400 1300

Total 900 400 1300

Table 1: DAS-5 project costs

The project needs six clusters with sufficient capacity for the participating research groups. The user community of DAS-5
will increase significantly compared to that of DAS-4, because NLeSC and COMMIT will bring new researchers to the project
(e.g., from the University of Twente). We request the same amount of funding as for DAS-4 (sufficient for six clusters) and
we will provide 100K EURO additional co-funding (on top of the required 25% matching) through NLeSC and COMMIT,
which will be used to increase the capacity of some of the six clusters to accommodate the increased load. Co-funding will
thus be done by the six participating sites (VU, UvA, UvA/MN,LU, TUD, ASTRON) and by NLeSC and COMMIT, with
EUR 50,000 per participant (EUR 400,000 in total). NLeSC andCOMMIT will thus not obtain a local cluster but they will get
access to the DAS-5 system.

We do not request funding for personnel costs; the participating institutes will provide the manpower to set up and manage
the system.

Below is a more detailed specification of the budget. As explained in Section 2.h.4, the six clusters will get different
configurations, but to simplify our budget calculations we present the costs of a homogeneous system here. We give an
estimate of the project costs based on contemporary dual-processor, 6-core Intel Xeons, using 6 clusters of 32 compute nodes
each, resulting in 192 compute nodes (and 2304 CPU cores) in total. We expect that at the time of purchase, compute nodes
based on the next generation of processors, with 8 or more cores per processor, will have become cost effective.

For high-performance local communication, the clusters will be equipped with a high speed interconnect, for which FDR
InfiniBand (56 Gb/s) currently provides the best price/performance balance. EDR InfiniBand (100 Gb/s) should be available
by the time that DAS-5 will be installed. Which technology isthe most suitable one, will be decided at the time of purchase. At
the time of system purchase, we estimate the costs per network interface (NIC) and cable at EUR 600, and costs for a low-cost
36-port interconnect switch at EUR 7,000. For system management, the clusters will in addition include an independent (low
cost) system network based on 1 Gbit/s Ethernet. This is a traditional and proven way to configure and maintain compute
clusters reliably.

The estimated price for a basic compute node is based on a rack-mountable enclosure with a system board containing two
Intel 6-core Xeon CPUs running at 2.3 GHz (Intel E5-2630), 64GB memory, two local 3 TB SATA disk, an on-board Gigabit
Ethernet interface, and sufficient PCIe-3 slots. As with DAS-4, the exact specifications and cluster configurations (e.g., number
and types of nodes, accelerators) will be made close to the time of purchase, but they will stay within the same overall budget
per cluster. Table 2 gives the estimated prices in EUR (including VAT) of the basic components.

Component Price (EUR inc. VAT)

Basic compute node 3,500
(incl. 2 CPUs, memory, disks, GbE)
Interconnect NIC and cable 600
Interconnect switch 7,000
Commodity GPU 650
High-end accelerator 4000
Gigabit Ethernet switch 1,000
File server (RAID) 8,000

Table 2: Estimated DAS-5 component prices
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The estimates for cabinets, cabling, and power distribution are based on our experiences with previous DAS generations.
For wide-area communication we reserve EUR 10,000 per cluster to interface with the SURFnet wide-area network (e.g.,
for purchasing a special router node with multiple interconnect NICs, an OpenFlow-enabled switch, and fiber cabling to
the local SURFnet POP). Most software we use is public domain, but in our experience a small budget is needed for more
advanced commercial solutions (e.g., compilers, cluster management software). The costs of a single 32-node cluster using 32
moderately priced GPUs can then be estimated as shown in Table 3.

Components Price (EUR inc. VAT)

32 compute nodes 112,000
32 Interconnect NICs and cabling 19,200
1 Interconnect switch 7,000
32 Commodity GPUs 20,800
1 Gigabit Ethernet switch 1,000
1 File server (RAID) 8,000
Cabinets, cabling, power distribution 10,000
WAN connectivity 10,000
Software 4,000
2 Additional high-end accelerators 8,000
total 200,000

Table 3: Estimated costs per DAS-5 cluster

Do you expect financial support from additional source(s)?
As with DAS-4, some of the participating organizations willinvest extra money into DAS-5 to build even more powerful

clusters. In particular, VU University expanded its DAS-4 cluster from 32 to 92 nodes through local funding, and is planning
to do a similar investment for DAS-5. Also, MultimediaN has invested further in DAS-4after it became operational, by buying
additional storage for the MultimediaN cluster. MultimediaN will also do so in DAS-5 if the need arises.

Declaration and signature (by principal applicant)

Declaration

By submitting this form through Iris, I declare that I have completed this form truthfully and completely.
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